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Me
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Agenda
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▪ Biometrics

▪ Biometric surveillance in Germany

▪ Omnipresent biometric surveillance

▪ Fighting biometric surveillance



Biometric characteristics: Distinctive, measurable characteristics or behavioral traits of an 
individual that can be used for identification
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Fingerprint Face Gait

▪ Uniqueness: The characteristic is sufficiently 
different for every individual

▪ Permanence: The measurement does not depend 
on the person’s age or the time of measurement

▪ Measurable: Ease of acquisition

▪ Universality: Every person should possess the trait



Why biometrics?
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Access
control

Border
control

Attendance 
tracking

Law
enforcement

Financial 
transactions



Focus for today: Facial recognition
You cannot hide
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▪ Chilling effect: People unconsciously alter their 
behavior to avoid potential negative consequences

▪ Permanence: Unlike passwords, biometrics, once 
leaked, cannot be changed

▪ Loss of control: Concealing certain biometric 
features like facial structures is a challenge

▪ End of offline anonymity: Individual movements 
could be tracked permanently



Agenda
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▪ Biometrics

▪ Biometric surveillance in Germany

▪ Omnipresent biometric surveillance

▪ Fighting biometric surveillance



Sicherheitsbahnhof Berlin Südkreuz (2017 - 2018)
Do not trust the authorities: Pilot project with manipulated results
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▪ Federal police tested facial 
recognition: How well are 
faces in a crowd recognized

▪ Final report of the police: 
huge success, wants to use 
the technology more 
frequently

▪ The police manipulated the 
results to make them look 
less bad

▪ Every day, more than 600 
passers-by are wrongly 
recognized as wanted 
persons

C.Suthorn / cc-by-sa-4.0 / commons.wikimedia.org

https://lizenzhinweisgenerator.de/wiki/Creator:C.Suthorn
https://lizenzhinweisgenerator.de/wiki/Creator:C.Suthorn
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/legalcode
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/ac/Face_Recognition_Field_Test_at_S%C3%BCdkreuz_32.jpg


Hamburg G20 (2017 - 2020)
Police laughs at Data Protection Commissioner and ignores deletion order
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▪ Police collects biometric data of 
100.000 individuals

▪ Hamburg DPA: “insufficient legal 
justification for the biometric 
analysis of faces that could 
justify such intensive 
encroachments on fundamental 
rights of the majority of 
bystanders”, orders to delete 
the data

▪ Police: 

▪ DPA and police fought in court. 
The case was not finally decided

Montecruz Foto, Block G20 @ Hamburg (36064218375), CC BY-SA 2.0

https://www.flickr.com/people/28328732@N00
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Block_G20_@_Hamburg_(36064218375).jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/legalcode


Sachsen (2019 - 2023 - today)
Automatic facial recognition in border areas is ineffective and too expensive
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▪ Surveillance is limited to the 
border area (30km or about 
50% of Saxony)

▪ To combat serious cross-
border crime such as bicycle 
theft

▪ Very high costs for technical 
and human resources

▪ The project was to be 
terminated by the end of 
2023

▪ Multiple police departments 
continue or even upgraded 
their installations

M. Broeckling / netzpolitik.org

https://wiki.freiheitsfoo.de/uploads/Main/Drs.%2018-4852%20Vorlage%207.pdf


Mannheim (2018 - today)
Stick figures that do not behave appropriately trigger an alarm
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▪ “Privacy-friendly” 
surveillance

▪ People are trans-
formed into stick 
figures

▪ Fighting stick figures 
should trigger an alarm

▪ AI was supposed to be 
trained with action 
films and actors. Did 
not work

▪ Five-year pilot project 
extended by three 
years

Image: click

https://www.iosb.fraunhofer.de/de/projekte-produkte/intelligente-videoueberwachung/jcr:content/contentPar/sectioncomponent/sectionParsys/textwithinlinedimage/imageComponent1/image.img.4col.large.jpg/1705483214828/vlcsnap-2021-02-19-12h17m23s851.jpg


Hansaplatz (2023 - today)
Hamburg copies the “success story” from Mannheim
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Leaflet | © OpenStreetMap contributors | Permalink

https://leafletjs.com/
https://www.openstreetmap.org/copyright
https://sunders.uber.space/?lat=53.55434911&lon=10.01208544&zoom=18


Hansaplatz (2023 - today)
SPD and Greens do not know their coalition agreement
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When using AI applications in Hamburg 
authorities, we will ensure that transparency, 
traceability and verifiability are guaranteed ...

We also want to establish a cross-authority 
standard for verifying the non-discrimination in 
artificial intelligence and algorithms

Coalition agreement

▪ Civil society was not involved before or after 
the first pilot

▪ No response to freedom of information 
requests

▪ Police cannot tell how the AI was trained or 
how the AI reacts to wheelchair users

Reality check
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https://www.greens-efa.eu/biometricsurveillance/

https://www.greens-efa.eu/biometricsurveillance/
https://www.greens-efa.eu/biometricsurveillance/
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▪ Biometrics

▪ Biometric surveillance in Germany

▪ Omnipresent biometric surveillance

▪ Fighting biometric surveillance



Clearview AI, exposed by NYT (2020-01-18)

16https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/18/technology/clearview-privacy-facial-recognition.html

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/18/technology/clearview-privacy-facial-recognition.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/18/technology/clearview-privacy-facial-recognition.html
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▪ Name

▪ Hometown

▪ Personal interests

▪ Political opinion

Social network

▪ Sexual orientation

Dating platform

▪ Name

▪ Employer

Company website

Photo, URL, Metadata

Clearview AI returns potential matches 
alongside with metadata and URLs
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Łukasz Kowalczyk and Denis Tatina

Proud founders

Image: click

https://twitter.com/henkvaness/status/1271451452607737858/photo/1
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https://www.srf.ch/news/schweiz/automatische-gesichtserkennung-so-einfach-ist-es-eine-ueberwachungsmaschine-zu-bauen

https://www.srf.ch/news/schweiz/automatische-gesichtserkennung-so-einfach-ist-es-eine-ueberwachungsmaschine-zu-bauen
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▪ Biometrics

▪ Biometric surveillance in Germany

▪ Omnipresent biometric surveillance

▪ Fighting biometric surveillance



Sending a data subject access request to Clearview AI

Please provide access to my personal data, and the following information:

▪ the purposes of the processing;

▪ the categories of personal data concerned;

▪ the recipients or categories of recipient to whom the personal data have been or will be disclosed;

▪ where possible, the envisaged period for which the personal data will be stored, or, if not possible, 

the criteria used to determine that period;

▪ where the personal data are not collected from me, any available information as to their source;

▪ the existence of automated decision-making, including profiling, and at least in those cases, meaningful 
information about the logic involved, as well as the significance and the envisaged consequences of such 
processing for me.

If you need any more information from me, please let me know as soon as possible. Please note that I have the 

right to receive this information in a standardized format within 30 days of your receipt of this request.

If you do not normally deal with these requests, please pass along this letter to your Data Protection Officer. I can 
be contacted by email.
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After 1 month, Clearview AI provided the search results for my face
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After 4 months, Clearview AI provided the search results for my face again
They used the search image that they “deleted” three months before
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The search results identify me
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Clearview AI processes my biometric data without data without my consent
My data subject access request was answered incompletely
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GDPR does not apply
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After examining your request, we have 
come to the conclusion that the GDPR 
does not apply and that the Hamburg 
Commissioner for Data Protection and 
Freedom of Information is therefore not 
competent.

Surprising response from the DPA

▪ Clearview AI processes my biometric 
data without my explicit consent

▪ They offer their service to residents 
of the European Union

▪ European police forces use the 
search engine

GDPR does apply

 Matthias Marx und Alan Dahi. Clearview AI und die DSGVO. 

Künstliche Intelligenz, Demokratie und Privatheit. Nomos, 2022

https://www.nomos-elibrary.de/10.5771/9783748913344-153.pdf
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https://www.spiegel.de/netzwelt/web/clearview-hamburgs-datenschuetzer-leitet-pruefverfahren-ein-a-0ec1870d-c2a5-4ea1-807b-ac5c385ae165
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https://noyb.eu/en/clearview-ai-deemed-illegal-eu


Clearview AI eventually deleted my photos
We know that Clearview AI has more photos of German residents
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The DPA has now completed its review and 
has come to the conclusion that no further 
regulatory measures are appropriate

Surprising response from the DPA
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AI Act
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▪ Biometric mass-surveillance is not 
banned

▪ Allows real-time facial recognition in 
public spaces, for example to search for 
suspects and victims of crime

▪ There is always someone wanted 
nearby train stations – one wanted, all 
under surveillance

▪ German government does not want to 
exploit the opportunities

https://reclaimyourface.eu/our-movement-gathered-in-brussels/

https://reclaimyourface.eu/our-movement-gathered-in-brussels/


Conclusion

36

▪ Every publicly shared photo of a face 
ends up in a database

▪ GDPR works. Slowly

▪ Clearview AI will not enter the 
European market

▪ Enforcing GDPR is a challenge

▪ AI Act will not come to the rescue

▪ Leaks of biometric data will feed illegal 
search engines

https://reclaimyourface.eu/our-movement-gathered-in-brussels/

https://reclaimyourface.eu/our-movement-gathered-in-brussels/
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